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Contact us
If you encounter any technical issues, we recommend that you visit the Dataverse Forums at
help.lavastorm.com. If your query has not been discussed previously in the forums, you can create a new
topic and receive answers from our Dataverse experts.
Alternatively, you can log a support ticket:
1. Select Sign in from the top right corner of the screen:

If you are not already a registered Support Portal user, click Sign up:

2. Once you have registered and signed in, select Submit a request from the top right corner of the screen.
3. Complete all fields, then click Submit at the bottom of the screen.

Download
Lavastorm recommends that you use the latest version of the product. To download Dataverse, please go to
http://www.lavastorm.com/product-downloads/.
Our product is constantly evolving and input from you is highly valued. If you have any suggestions, please
contact the product team at product@lavastorm.com.
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1. Welcome to Dataverse
Dataverse combines the functionality of BRE, Logistics Manager and the Lavastorm Explorer - collectively
known as the Lavastorm product or the Lavastorm Analytic Engine (LAE) into a web application that provides
a comprehensive solution for agile data management and analysis, allowing you to build analytic
applications that can be shared across teams with other Dataverse users.
This document summarizes the changes from LAE to Dataverse for users who are migrating. For information
on installing Dataverse, please see the installation guide. Once you are up and running, you can access the
Getting Started guide in the integrated help by clicking the Help icon in the corner of the screen:
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2. Importing legacy documents
The process of transferring your graphs from LAE to Dataverse is outlined below:
1. Choose where to install Dataverse. You can install Dataverse on a new machine, or on the same machine
as an existing LAE installation. The Dataverse installer will suggest alternative ports if it detects an existing
Lavastorm installation is running.
2. Install the latest version of Dataverse: http://www.lavastorm.com/product-downloads/
3. Read the What's changed? section of this document for an overview of the changes between LAE and
Dataverse in preparation for transferring your graphs.
4. Migrate graphs from LAE to Dataverse:
a. Locate the BRG files for your production graphs (version 6.1 or higher - graphs created prior to version
6.1 are not supported in Dataverse).
b. If the graphs that you are migrating are dependent on one or more custom libraries, you must first
import the custom libraries into your new Dataverse installation by selecting Import > Legacy Node
Libraries from the Directory. You can check if there are any dependencies in BRE by selecting
Dependent Libraries from the View menu.
c. Once you have imported any dependent libraries, import your production graphs into your new
Dataverse installation by selecting Import > Legacy Data Flow from the Directory. When prompted,
select the BRG file to import and then select the folder to which you would like to import the legacy
document.
Tip: "Data flow" is the new name for "graph" in Dataverse, see Terminology changes.

If there are any errors in the document that is being imported, an Import Issues dialog will notify you,
giving you the option to continue or cancel the import. A common reason for seeing the Import
Issues dialog is if the data flows or library nodes cannot locate all of their dependencies.
If the import fails, an Import Failed dialog will inform you that the process has not completed
successfully. An import will most commonly fail if the BRG was not created in version 6.1+ of the
Lavastorm product.
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5. Select a number of graphs for testing. Run the graphs in both LAE and Dataverse to confirm that they
execute as expected and that there are no adverse effects as a result of the migration. While testing, you
should be aware of the following changes:
l

l

l

l

If your graphs contain superseded nodes, although these are still available for backwards
compatibility, we recommend that you begin replacing these nodes with the new Python-based
nodes, see Supported nodes and BRAINscript to Python.
If you are still using some superseded nodes in your graphs while you transition to use the new
Python-based nodes, it is important to be aware of a number of BRAINscript changes in Dataverse
compared to LAE, see BRAINscript changes.
Make a note of any run properties as these are not stored in the BRG files and you will need to
populate the corresponding run properties in Dataverse.
As password properties are encrypted, you will need to know the cleartext passwords in order to
populate the corresponding properties in Dataverse.

6. When you are happy that you have successfully transferred your graphs, shut down LAE and begin
working in Dataverse.

Note: Only graphs created in version 6.1 of the Lavastorm product or later can be imported to
Dataverse. Graphs created prior to version 6.1 are not supported in Dataverse. Only files in BRG
format can be imported, BRX files are not supported.
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3. What's changed?
Dataverse combines the functionality of BRE, Logistics Manager and the Lavastorm Explorer - collectively
known as the Lavastorm product or the Lavastorm Analytic Engine (LAE) into a web application that provides
a comprehensive solution for agile data management and analysis, allowing you to build analytic
applications that can be shared across teams with other Dataverse users.

The following table provides an overview of the exciting new features and usability improvements in
Dataverse:
Feature

Script-free
nodes

Description
Dataverse ships with a number of script-free nodes that you can configure without
entering any code. These easy-to-use nodes allow you to complete common tasks
more easily. For example, the Aggregate, Filter, Sort, Split and Join nodes are now
script-free.
For more advanced tasks, you can use Python script to achieve greater flexibility
when configuring the nodes.
See Supported nodes.

BRAINscript to
Python

One of the major enhancements of Dataverse is the transition from the proprietary
BRAINscript language to the widely used Python language. Many of our nodes that
previously used BRAINscript have been superseded by new Python-based nodes. Our
aim is to reduce the learning curve for new users by using an industry standard
programming language. The Python-based nodes also deliver improved performance
when handling larger data sets.
Although the superseded nodes are still available for backwards compatibility, it is
recommended that you now use the new Python-based nodes.
See BRAINscript to Python.

Terminology

To simplify and improve the understanding of the functionality of Dataverse, we have
introduced some terminology changes. For example, "data flow" is the new name for
"graph".
For a list of other terminology changes, see Terminology changes.

Directory

When you launch Dataverse, you are taken to the Directory screen. The Directory lists
all of your data flows, library nodes (reusable components) and schedules
(automated data flow runs) that you have created and imported.

Designer

When you create or open a data flow, you will be taken to the Designer screen. From
the Designer you can build, interrogate, troubleshoot and run your data flows.
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Feature

Description

Data viewer

The BRE data viewer and Dataverse data viewer provide different but overlapping
feature sets. For example, the Dataverse data viewer provides a single multi-tab view
of selected data sets within the browser UI, whereas the BRE data viewer provided
individual windows for each data set. In Dataverse, the data viewer displays up to the
first 1000 rows of data. You can export the entire data set (not only the first 1000
rows) to an external CSV file.

Data quality
indicators

Colored data quality bars are displayed on each column in the data viewer, enabling
you to quickly identify any fields that may contain low quality data. The length and
color of the bar indicates the quality of each field of data. The data quality bar can also
be clicked to display a histogram of the data values in the field and a number of
statistics on the (sample) data shown in the data viewer (e.g. min, max, average, Std
Dev, etc).

Improved
database
connection

The JDBC nodes have been enhanced to simplify the process of connecting to an
external database. Additionally, a number of JDBC drivers are shipped as part of the
Dataverse installation.

Cloud storage
connection

Dataverse includes new nodes that enable you to easily integrate your data flows with
Microsoft Azure containers and AWS S3.

Scheduling

Schedules can be created within Dataverse, allowing you to easily schedule an
automatic run of your data flow at specified times and intervals.
Scheduling is available with the Desktop Automation license, as well as on Dataverse
Server editions where you can enable the scheduled execution of data flows in a
multi-user environment.

Node libraries

In Dataverse, the concept of exporting a node library as a container for reusable
nodes no longer exists. Instead, you can create library nodes (reusable components)
to share with others to deliver repeatable results.

Filter node

In Dataverse, the "Filter" node is a new script-free node that allows you to easily filter
data records. The Dataverse node that has the same functionality as the LAE "Filter"
node is called the "Transform" node.

Clocks and
events

You can control the order of node execution, outside of the basic left to right
structure of your data flow, by adding wait or re-run dependencies (clocks and
events) to your nodes.
In Dataverse, you can add a new clock or event by selecting the nodes that you want
to create the dependency between, right-clicking, and selecting the required option
from the context menu.
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Feature

Description

Marquee select

To select multiple nodes on the canvas, press and hold the Shift key while dragging
over the nodes.

Integrated help

The integrated help can be accessed directly from within Dataverse, including direct
links from the Properties panel to specific node help topics.

Excel File node

The Excel File node now attempts to determine the data type of the imported fields
and assigns the most appropriate Dataverse data types. For example, if an input field
contains integer and decimal values, the node will assign a double data type to this
field.
If you are working with data flows created in earlier versions of the product, to avoid
any incompatibility issues with the Excel File node, you may want to revert to the
previous behavior, where all fields from Excel files were output as either string or
Unicode types. To revert to this behavior for a specific Excel File node, set the
DetectFieldTypes property to False and leave the DefaultType property blank
(default).
Or, to revert to the previous behavior for all Excel File nodes, copy the following text
into your cust.prop file: ls.brain.node.excelFile.inferTypes=false

Dataverse
Server

When using Dataverse Server there is no client-side install required - the browser is
used to access the Dataverse web application.
The LAE Explorer client functionality is now delivered by applying the appropriate role
to the user's Dataverse account.

The following features are not yet part of the Dataverse product, but you can import legacy graphs that
contain them:
Feature

Description

Bundlers,
Unbundlers and
Bypasses

You can import legacy data flows that contain Bundlers, Unbundlers and Bypasses,
however, these are displayed in Dataverse as connection points and cannot be
edited.

Boxes

You can import legacy data flows that contain boxes, however it is not currently
possible to edit these boxes or add new boxes in Dataverse, and any description on
the boxes will not show in a tooltip in Dataverse.
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Feature

Description

User-generated
documentation

You can create new node properties and define the tooltip text to be displayed when
you hover over the property in the Properties panel.
In BRE, it was also possible to generate new node help and to define functional
documentation to be displayed in a tooltip when you hovered over a node on the
canvas; these types of user-generated documentation are not currently possible in
Dataverse.

Run properties

In BRE you could use the Run Manager functionality to configure run time parameters
for different server instances. There is no equivalent in Dataverse, run time properties
are configured separately in each server instance. "Properties" is the new name for
"parameters" in Dataverse, see Terminology changes.

Node execution

In Dataverse, when executing a subset of nodes on the canvas, you cannot add a
node to an existing execution session (unlike with BRE).

Server
connection

LAE supported the ability to connect the BRE client to different server instances. In
Dataverse, you simply log into the relevant instance in a browser tab.
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3.1 Terminology changes
LAE
Acquisition
nodes

Dataverse

Description

Input
Nodes that are used to import data from files or other systems.
Connectors

BRAINscript Dataverse
Script

Proprietary scripting language used to configure nodes. Note that many of the
Dataverse Script (BRAINscript) nodes have been superseded by nodes that
utilize the widely used Python language.

Filter node

A node used to transform data. The Dataverse Transform node has the same
functionality as the LAE Filter node, but the underlying code is Python rather
than BRAINscript.

Transform
node

There is also a new "Filter" node in Dataverse that allows you to easily filter
data records without using any scripting.
Graph

Data flow

Parameters Properties
Publishing
nodes

A collection of nodes that are linked together sequentially to perform analysis
on the underlying data.
Properties allow the parameterization of variables within a data flow, node or
run.

Output
Nodes that are used to export or publish data to files or other systems.
Connectors
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3.2 BRAINscript to Python
In LAE, many common tasks required you to use script to configure a node. In Dataverse, a number of these
tasks can now be completed by using one of the script-free nodes, for example the Aggregate, Sort, Split
and Filter nodes.
Take the following example of BRAINscript in an LAE Filter node:
emit *
where 'type' == "primary" and 'color' != "Red"
i.e. output all records where the value of the type field is "primary" and the value of the color field is not
"Red".
In the Dataverse Filter node, this can be configured using the UI grid:

or
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Tip: The Dataverse Transform node has the same functionality as the LAE Filter node, but the
underlying code is Python rather than BRAINscript. The Dataverse Filter node is a new script-free
node that allows you to easily filter data records.

For advanced use cases, you can use Python script to further tailor nodes. It is worth noting the following
differences between BRAINscript and Python:

Null handling
One general difference between BRAINscript and Python is the handling of NULL values ("null" in
BRAINscript, and "Null" in Dataverse):
In BRAINscript, null + 10 returns a value of 10. In Python, this type of expression would cause an error,
so you would need to state explicitly what to do with the Null value, for example:
if inputs[0]['inputField'] is Null:
outputs[0]['outputField'] = 10
else:
outputs[0]['outputField'] = 10 + inputs[0]['inputField']

Configuring metadata
When using BRAINscript in nodes such as the Filter node, the metadata for output fields was implicitly
defined when the node was compiled in BRE for execution. In Dataverse, output metadata must be explicitly
defined in the ConfigureFields property of the Transform node (and similar nodes). The ConfigureFields
script is executed before any input records are processed. The ConfigureFields script can also be used to
import Python modules into the execution environment, retrieve node property values and to set / initialize
variable values prior to execution of records. The ProcessRecords script is executed once for each input
record.

Input and output field references
In the Python-based nodes, you can use the following input and output field references:
out1 += in1
or
outputs[0] += inputs[0]

The outputs[0] += inputs[0] format uses the output / input pin index rather than the pin's name,
so the script will still operate if the output pin name is subsequently changed.
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For examples of how to configure the Python-based nodes, see:
l

Selecting fields to output

l

String functions

l

Numeric functions

l

Date, time and datetime functions

If you are still using some superseded nodes in your graphs while you begin to transition to use the new
Python-based nodes, it is important to be aware of a number of BRAINscript changes in Dataverse compared
to LAE, see BRAINscript changes.
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Selecting fields to output
l

Output all fields

l

Specify fields to output

l

Exclude fields

l

Rename a field

l

Create a new field

Output all fields
BRAINscript:
emit *
Python:
ConfigureFields
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
ProcessRecords
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
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Specify fields to output
BRAINscript:
emit ‘color’,’type’
Python:
ConfigureFields
outputs[0] += inputs[0]['color']
outputs[0] += inputs[0]['type']
ProcessRecords
outputs[0] += inputs[0]

Exclude fields
BRAINscript:
emit*
exclude color, type
Python:
ConfigureFields
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0] -= inputs[0]['color']
outputs[0] -= inputs[0]['type']
ProcessRecords
outputs[0] += inputs[0]

Rename a field
BRAINscript:
emit*
rename color as newFieldName
Python:
ConfigureFields
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0] -= inputs[0]['color']
outputs[0]['newFieldName'] = inputs[0]['color']
ProcessRecords
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
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Note: You must write the exclude statement first, prior to inserting new field metadata that
references the excluded input field, i.e. in this example, outputs[0] -= inputs[0]
['color'] must be written before outputs[0]['newFieldName'] = inputs[0]
['color']
Reversing the order of these statements will produce an incorrect result. In this case, the exclude
statement will not only exclude the original field metadata, but will also remove any output field that
is mapped from the excluded input field.

Create a new field
BRAINscript:
emit*
newField1 = field3.toUpper
emit newField1
Python:
ConfigureFields
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['newField1'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['newField1'] = fn.upper(inputs[0]['field3'])
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Numeric functions
If you used BRAINscript numeric functions in LAE, the following examples show how to complete the same
task in the Python-based nodes.
You can test the following examples by taking a Create Data node, connecting it to a Transform node, then
writing out the code from these examples into the ConfigureFields and ProcessRecords properties of the
Transform node.
Note: When writing out code from the examples, ensure that you include any indentations.
For more information on the Python functions, please see the Python documentation, e.g.
https://docs.python.org/2/library/math.html
Tip: You will need to import the Python math module to use some of the following functions. Please
see the examples below for more details.
BRAINscript

Python

l

abs()

abs(x)

l

ceil()

math.ceil(x)

l

double()

float()

l

floor()

math.floor(x)

l

int()

int(x)

l

isNumber()

Custom function

l

long()

long()

l

round()

round(x)

l

pow()

l

square()

l

sqrt()

math.pow()
math.sqrt()
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abs(x)
Output the values of a numeric field as absolute numbers, e.g. the input value -27959 is output as 27959.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
#Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['abs_rand'] = float
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['abs_rand'] = abs(inputs[0]['rand'])

math.ceil(x)
Output the values of the IOU field as long data types, and round up the values to the nearest integer.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a long type
outputs[0]['ceil_IOU'] = long
# The math module is not automatically imported
from math import ceil
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
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#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['ceil_IOU'] = ceil(inputs[0]['IOU'])

float()
Convert numeric values to floating point numbers.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['double_rand'] = float
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['double_rand'] = float(inputs[0]['rand'])

math.floor(x)
Output the values of the IOU field as long data types, and round down the values to the nearest integer.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a long type
outputs[0]['floor_IOU'] = long
# The math module is not automatically imported
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#from math import floor
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['floor_IOU'] = floor(inputs[0]['IOU'])

int(x)
Convert values to int data types.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['int_IOU'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['int_IOU'] = int(inputs[0]['IOU'])

Custom function
Output a new Boolean field (True/False) which indicates whether a value is a number or not.
ConfigureFields
# Output the fields being tested
outputs[0] += inputs[0]['IOU']
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outputs[0] += inputs[0]['junk']

# Specify the new fields as a boolean type
outputs[0]['is_number_IOU'] = bool
outputs[0]['is_number_junk'] = bool

# Define a custom function
def is_number(s):
if s is Null:
return False
else:
try:
float(s)
return True
except ValueError:
return False
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['is_number_IOU'] = is_number(inputs[0]['IOU'])
outputs[0]['is_number_junk'] = is_number(inputs[0]['junk'])

long()
Convert values to long data types.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
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#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as an long type
outputs[0]['long_rand'] = long
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['long_rand'] = long(inputs[0]['rand'])

round(x)
Take the floating point values of the IOU field and round the values to the nearest decimal point.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['round_IOU'] = float
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Round to one DP
outputs[0]['round_IOU'] = round(inputs[0]['IOU'], 1)
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math.pow()
Create a new field that contains the square value of the records in the id field.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['squared_id'] = float
# The math module is not automatically imported
from math import pow
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['squared_id'] = pow(inputs[0]['id'], 2)

math.sqrt()
Output the square root of all records in the IOU field.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new field as a floating point 'double' type
outputs[0]['sqrt_IOU'] = float
# The math module is not automatically imported
from math import sqrt
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ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
outputs[0]['sqrt_IOU'] = sqrt(inputs[0]['IOU'])
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String functions
If you used BRAINscript string functions in LAE, the following examples show how to complete the same task
in the Python-based nodes.
You can test the following examples by taking a Create Data node, connecting it to a Transform node, then
writing out the code from these examples into the ConfigureFields and ProcessRecords properties of the
Transform node.
Note: When writing out code from the examples, ensure that you include any indentations.
For more information on each of the following Python functions, please see the Python documentation, e.g.
https://docs.python.org/2/library/string.html
BRAINscript

Python

l

left()

x[:num]

l

ltrim()

lstrip(x)

l

isSpace()

isspace()

l

pad()

{}.format(x)

l

replace()

x.replace()

l

right()

x[num:]

l

rtrim()

rstrip(x)

l

split()

x.split('char')

l

strFind()

x.find('char')

l

strlen()

len(x)

l

substr()

x[n:m]

l

toLower()

x.lower()

l

toUpper()

x.upper()

l

trim()

x.strip()
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x[:num]
Take two string fields and for the first field, output the first 3 characters, then for the second field, output the
first 5 characters. If a record has a value of Null, output this value as Null.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output fields
outputs[0]['left_type'] = unicode
outputs[0]['left_junk'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Select the left substrings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['type'] is Null:
outputs[0]['left_type'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['left_type'] = inputs[0]['type'][:3]
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
outputs[0]['left_junk'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['left_junk'] = inputs[0]['junk'][:5]

lstrip(x)
Take the string values from the color field and strip any whitespace from the left of the strings, then output
the trimmed values in a new field called "lstrip_color".
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ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['lstrip_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Strip whitespace from the left of the strings while handling Null
values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['lstrip_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['lstrip_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].lstrip()

isspace()
Take a string field and check for records that only consist of whitespace. Output Null values as "Null".
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['is_space_junk'] = bool
outputs[0]['is_space_alt_junk'] = bool
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
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#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Test if it is whitespace while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
outputs[0]['is_space_junk'] = Null
elif inputs[0]['junk'].strip() == '':
outputs[0]['is_space_junk'] = True
else:
outputs[0]['is_space_junk'] = False
# Alternatively use the built-in isspace() function.
# Note, to be equivalent to the BRAINScript isSpace()
# function you have to override isspace() for cases where
# the value is an empty string
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
outputs[0]['is_space_alt_junk'] = Null
elif inputs[0]['junk'] == '':
outputs[0]['is_space_alt_junk'] = True
else:
outputs[0]['is_space_alt_junk'] = inputs[0]['junk'].isspace()

{}.format(x)
Reformat the values of the color field to use the "*" character to pad the string to the left or right.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output fields
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outputs[0]['lpad_color'] = unicode
outputs[0]['rpad_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Pad on the left of the strings (i.e. right-align)
# fill with '*' characters
# while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['lpad_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['lpad_color'] = '{:*>15}'.format(inputs[0]['color'])
# Pad on the right of the strings (i.e. left-align)
# fill with '*' characters
# while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['rpad_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['rpad_color'] = '{:*<15}'.format(inputs[0]['color'])

x.replace()
Output the values from the color field in a new field called "replace_color", replacing all "e" characters with a
"*" character.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
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# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['replace_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Replace the specified characters in the strings
# while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['replace_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['replace_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].replace('e','*')

x[num:]
Output a substring starting at a specified character e.g. outputs[0]['right_type'] = inputs
[0]['type'][3:] will output the records from the input field "type" in a new field called "right_type",
starting from character number 3, where 0 is the first character.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output fields
outputs[0]['right_type'] = unicode
outputs[0]['right_junk'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
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#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Select the right substrings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['type'] is Null:
outputs[0]['right_type'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['right_type'] = inputs[0]['type'][3:]
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
outputs[0]['right_junk'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['right_junk'] = inputs[0]['junk'][5:]

rstrip(x)
Take the string values from the color field and strip any whitespace from the right of the strings, then output
the trimmed values in a new field called "rstrip_color".
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['rstrip_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Strip whitespace from the right of the strings while handling Null
values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
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outputs[0]['rstrip_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['rstrip_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].rstrip()

x.split('char')
Take the values of the junk field and split each string into a list of words, using the specified character as the
break point. Output the strings as a list in a new field called "split_junk". For example, June 25, 1970
becomes ['June', '25,', '1970']
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['split_junk'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Split the string into a list using the specified
# characters while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
_result = Null
else:
_result = inputs[0]['junk'].split(' ')
# Convert to a string so we can view the results
# as a list object cannot be directly output
outputs[0]['split_junk'] = unicode(_result)
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x.find('char')
Search the values in a field to find a specified character, then output the string location of the character,
where the first character of the string is 0 and -1 indicates that the character does not exist in a record.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['index_junk'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Find the specified character in the strings
# while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['junk'] is Null:
outputs[0]['index_junk'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['index_junk'] = inputs[0]['junk'].find('o')

len(x)
Output the string length of a specified field.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
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outputs[0]['len_type'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Get the length of the strings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['type'] is Null:
outputs[0]['len_type'] = 0
else:
outputs[0]['len_type'] = len(inputs[0]['type'])

x[n:m]
Take the values of the "type" field, and output a substring of the characters starting and ending at specified
string locations, specified in the following format [start:end], where end is up to but not including. For
example: string = "Hello"
H
0

e
1

l
2

l
3

o
4

[1:4] would output "ell".
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output fields
outputs[0]['sub_type'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
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#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Select the left substrings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['type'] is Null:
outputs[0]['sub_type'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['sub_type'] = inputs[0]['type'][2:5]
# Note the second argument is the *position* of the end character
# and is *not* included in the substring.
# In BRAINScript the second argument is the *number* of characters
# to be included in the substring

x.lower()
Convert all upper case characters in a specified field to lower case.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['lower_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Lowercase the strings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['lower_color'] = Null
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else:
outputs[0]['lower_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].lower()

x.upper()
Convert all lower case characters in a specified field to upper case.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
outputs[0]['upper_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Uppercase the strings while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['upper_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['upper_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].upper()

x.strip()
Trim the whitespace from the left and right sides of the values in a specified field.
ConfigureFields
#Configure all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to be mapped
#to the corresponding fields on the output 'outputs[0]'
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the new output field
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outputs[0]['trim_color'] = unicode
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Strip whitespace from the left and right of the strings
# while handling Null values
if inputs[0]['color'] is Null:
outputs[0]['trim_color'] = Null
else:
outputs[0]['trim_color'] = inputs[0]['color'].strip()
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Date, time and datetime functions
If you used BRAINscript date, time and datetime functions in LAE, the following examples show how to
complete the same task in the Python-based nodes.
You can test the following examples by taking a Create Data node, connecting it to a Transform node, then
writing out the code from these examples into the ConfigureFields and ProcessRecords properties of the
Transform node.
Note: When writing out code from the examples, ensure that you include any indentations.
For more information on the Python functions, please see the Python documentation, e.g.
https://docs.python.org/2/library/datetime.html
BRAINscript
l

date()

l

dateSubtract()

l

dateAdjust()

l

timeSubtract()

l

dateTimeAdjust()

l

day()

l

month()

l

year()

l

time()

l

hours()

l

minutes()

l

seconds()

l

timestamp()

Python
datetime.date()

datetime.timedelta()

date.day(), date.month()
and date.year()

datetime.time()

datetime.hour(),
datetime.minute() and
datetime.second()
datetime.datetime()
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datetime.date()
This example shows two different ways to specify a date using the Python datetime.date() function.
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = datetime.date
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the date object from the elements of a date
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Specify the date object by parsing a string using a format spec
datestr = '2018-12-25'
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = datetime.datetime.strptime(datestr,
'%Y-%m-%d').date()

This example shows how to find the difference between two dates. In this case, the unit is days.
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['num_days'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
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#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the date object from the elements of a date
_firstDate = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Specify the date object by parsing a string using a format spec
datestr = '2018-12-25'
_secondDate = datetime.datetime.strptime(datestr, '%Y-%m-%d').date()
# Calculate the difference between the dates
_delta = _secondDate - _firstDate
# Output the reference dates
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = _firstDate
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = _secondDate
# Output the difference in days
outputs[0]['num_days'] = _delta.days

datetime.timedelta()
Adjust a date value by a specified amount of time e.g. by a number of days.
ConfigureFields
# Import the required modules
from datetime import timedelta
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = datetime.date
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
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# Specify the date object from the elements of a date
_startDate = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Specify the number of days for the offset
N = 2
# Create the timedelta object using the required units
_delta =

timedelta(days=N)

_adjustedDate =

_startDate - _delta

# Output the original and adjusted dates
outputs[0]['test_Date_1'] = _startDate
outputs[0]['test_Date_2'] = _adjustedDate

Adjust a datetime value by a specified number of days.
ConfigureFields
# Import the required modules
from datetime import timedelta
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Datetime_1'] = datetime.datetime
outputs[0]['test_Datetime_2'] = datetime.datetime
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the date object from the elements of a date
the_Day = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
the_time = datetime.time(22, 58, 45)
# Create the datetime object
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dt = datetime.datetime.combine(the_Day, the_time)
# Specify the number of days for the offset
N = 2
# Create the timedelta object using the required units
_delta =

timedelta(days=N)

# Calculate the adjusted datetime
adjusted_dt =

dt - _delta

# Output the original and adjusted datetimes
outputs[0]['test_Datetime_1'] = dt
outputs[0]['test_Datetime_2'] = adjusted_dt

Take two time objects and output the difference between the two values in seconds.
ConfigureFields
# Import the required modules
from datetime import timedelta
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Time_1'] = datetime.time
outputs[0]['test_Time_2'] = datetime.time
outputs[0]['test_diff_secs'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
first_time = datetime.time(22, 58, 45)
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
second_time = datetime.time(23, 0, 0)
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# calculate the timedelta after converting to datetime objects
_today = datetime.date.today()
delta = datetime.datetime.combine(_today, second_time) datetime.datetime.combine(_today, first_time)
# Output the reference times
outputs[0]['test_Time_1'] = first_time
outputs[0]['test_Time_2'] = second_time
# Output the timedelta in seconds
outputs[0]['test_diff_secs'] = delta.seconds

date.day(), date.month() and date.year()
Take a date and output the day, month and year in separate fields.
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Date'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['test_year'] = int
outputs[0]['test_month'] = int
outputs[0]['test_day'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the date object from the elements of a date
_testdate = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Output the reference date
outputs[0]['test_Date'] = _testdate
# Output the elements of the date
outputs[0]['test_year'] = _testdate.year
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outputs[0]['test_month'] = _testdate.month
outputs[0]['test_day'] = _testdate.day

datetime.time()
Output a time object in the format: hours:minutes:seconds
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = datetime.time
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = datetime.time(20, 33, 45)

datetime.hour(), datetime.minute() and datetime.second()
Output the elements of a time object in separate fields; hours, minutes and seconds.
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = datetime.time
outputs[0]['test_Hours'] = int
outputs[0]['test_Mins'] = int
outputs[0]['test_Secs'] = int
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
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outputs[0] += inputs[0]
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
_refTime = datetime.time(20, 33, 45)
# Output the reference time object
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = _refTime
# Output the time elements
outputs[0]['test_Hours'] = _refTime.hour
outputs[0]['test_Mins'] = _refTime.minute
outputs[0]['test_Secs'] = _refTime.second

datetime.datetime()
This example shows two ways to create a datetime object.
ConfigureFields
# Create the new field metadata
outputs[0]['test_Day'] = datetime.date
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = datetime.time
outputs[0]['test_DateTime'] = datetime.datetime
outputs[0]['test_alt_DateTime'] = datetime.datetime
ProcessRecords
#Copy all fields from input 'inputs[0]' to the
#corresponding output fields in output 'outputs[0]'.
#Copies the values of the fields that have been setup
#in the mapping defined in the ConfigureFields property
outputs[0] += inputs[0]
#### Construct a datetime object from date and time objects
# Specify a date object from the elements of a date
the_day = datetime.date(2018, 3, 18)
# Specify the time object from the elements of a time
the_time = datetime.time(22, 58, 45)
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dt = datetime.datetime.combine(the_day, the_time)
# Output the reference date and time
outputs[0]['test_Day'] = the_day
outputs[0]['test_Time'] = the_time
# Output the datetime object
outputs[0]['test_DateTime'] = dt
# Construct a datetime object from a string
# representation and a format spec.
# The following should be written on one line:
alt_dt = datetime.datetime.strptime('2018-03-18 22:58:45', '%Y-%m-%d
%H:%M:%S')
# Output the datetime object
outputs[0]['test_alt_DateTime'] = alt_dt
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3.3 BRAINscript changes
Tip: BRAINscript is also known as "Dataverse Script" in Dataverse, see Terminology changes.
It is recommended that you begin using the new script-free nodes in Dataverse, such as the Filter, Sort and
Aggregate nodes. If you need to use scripting for advanced use cases, you can use Python script to further
tailor these nodes.
If you are still using some superseded nodes in your graphs while you begin to transition to use the new
Python-based nodes, it is important to be aware of the following changes to the BRAINscript language in
Dataverse compared to LAE:
Feature

Unless operator

Description
The unless operator is no longer supported; instead, you can use if then
else to achieve the same results.
For example:
errorRatio = badResultsCount / totalCount
unless
totalCount == 0
then
0
This script would now be written using if then else, as follows:
if totalCount == 0
then
errorRatio = 0
else errorRatio = badResultsCount / totalCount
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Feature

Emit/exclude
wildcard

Description
Emit/exclude wildcard now fails if you use u", r", ur", ru" style strings.
Previously, using these strings would produce incorrect results. This affects
emit and exclude statements in the following formats:
l

emit wildcard u"<someString>"

l

emit wildcard r"<someString>"

l

emit wildcard ur"<someString>"

l

emit wildcard ru"<someString>"

l

exclude wildcard u"<someString>"

l

exclude wildcard r"<someString>"

l

exclude wildcard ur"<someString>"

l

exclude wildcard ru"<someString>"

Emit wildcard with \x, \u style escapes now correctly passes these through to
expert where they are evaluated correctly. Previously, the backslash character
was stripped when sending to expert, so \x10 rather than matching the newline
(\n) character would match the literal string "10".

Emit x as y

Previously, the following two examples would output the value of x under the
column name y:
x=3
emit x as y
x=3
y=2
emit x as y
Now, the second example would fail because y has been defined as a variable.
The first example would still work because y has not been declared as a variable,
so the column name is output as the literal value of "y".

a==b

Statements such as a==b will now error if they are used as a top level
statement. However, it is possible to use this type of statement in a comparison
context, for example:
if (a==b)
then
do something
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Feature

Description

group* macros

The way that groupCount, groupMax, groupMin, groupSum,
groupString macros behaves has changed. In general, this will lead to fewer
problems with macro usage and reduces the restrictions on when they can be
used.

evalIf

The first parameter of an evalIf statement can be either a boolean literal, or
a boolean expression, for example, "or", "not", "and", parenthesis "(",")" logical
operators are allowed, as are the "==" and "!=" comparators.
If you want to use the comma-notation (',') within emit, exclude, or
rename statements in the context of an evalIf, the evalIf argument
within which it is used must be wrapped in curly braces {}
For example:
evalIf(true, {emit "foo" as "Bar"}, {emit "barry"
as "mary"})

do output

The do output statement can now be used to specify output names, as well
as numbers.

setSuccessReturnCode The 203 return code is no longer supported.
203 - Any nodes wired to the output will not execute, but any nodes wired to
this node's outclock, or any of the outclocks of any nodes wired to this node's
output will trigger. This behavior allows for this node to prevent other nodes
from executing on the data, but to allow nodes clocked to a higher composite
to still execute as if all nodes were executed.

Unsupported script functions
Previously, if you entered a BRAINscript function that was not recognized, but it was recognized by Expert,
then it would still work. Now, only functions that exist in Lavastorm's script language are supported.
For example, if in BRE you typed the function "someFunction()" and this did not exist in BRAINscript, but it
did exist in Expert, then it would work as per the Expert definition. In the web application, "someFunction()"
would not work.
The following functions are no longer supported:
AbsoluteValue

ExcludeInputFieldPattern

OutputAllFields

squ

AccumOutput

IgnoreFieldPattern

OutputAllInputFields

SquareRoot

AccumulateOutput

IgnoreInputFieldPattern

outputAllInputFields

StrLength
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arc-cosine

FindInsensitive

OutputIf

StringLen

asc

FindString

OutputCond

StringLength

average

FindInString

OutputCondition

tangent

ceiling

findInString

outputIf

TimeSubtract

char

find-i

output

SubtractTimes

character

FindI

DefineOutput

TimeSub

compare

FindStringI

defineOutput

boolean

CompareI

FindInStringI

OutputFieldDefault

ToBool

CompareIns

FindIns

outputFieldDefault

ToBoolean

CompareInsensitive

FindStringIns

OutputField

ToDate

concat

FindInStringIns

outputField

ToDateTime

concatenate

FindStringInsensitive

OutputFieldForce

DateTime

consumeIf

FindInStringInsensitive

outputFieldForce

float

cosine

findInStringInsensitive

outputFieldForceOutput

number

count

sprintf

OverrideField

ToFloat

DateAdd

GetAt

OverrideFieldValue

ToDouble

AddDate

GetAtIdx

overrideFieldValue

ToNumber

DateSubtract

GetAtIndex

power

integer

SubtractDates

GetSuccessReturnCode

product

sum

DateSub

hash

IsMatch

ToInt

DayOfMonth

hour

ReIsMatch

ToInteger

DbldrErrorOutput

HourOfDay

RegexIsMatch

LongInt

DbloaderErrorOutput

IfNull

IsMatchI

LongInteger

DbldrMirrorOutput

NullValue

ReIsMatchI

ToLongInteger

DbloaderMirrorOutput

NullVal

match

ToLong

DbloaderOutput

InputFields

ReMatch

ToLongInt
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DbldrOutput

IsAlpha

RegexMatch

ToLower

DefineDbloaderOutput

IsAlphabetic

ReMatchI

lower

DefineDbldrOutput

IsAlphanum

RegexMatchI

string

DecodeBinary

IsAlphanumeric

RenameField

ToStr

DefineAccum

IsDate

RenameInputField

ToString

DefineAccumVar

IsNotNull

renameInputField

ToTime

DefineAccumVariable

NotNull

renameOutputField

ToUpper

DefineAccumulate

IsNull

ReplaceText

upper

DefineAccumulateVar

IsNum

requireInputField

strip

DefineAccumulateVariable

IsNumber

subst

sine

DefineAgg

IsNumeric

substitute

TrimLeft

DefineAggVar

IsTime

ReSubstitute

lstrip

DefineAggVariable

IsWhite

RegexSubstitute

LeftTrim

DefineAggregate

IsWhitespace

ReSubstituteI

TrimRight

DefineAggregateVar

array

RegexSubstituteI

RightTrim

DefineAggregateVariable

length

search

rstrip

DefineDyn

ListLen

second

type

DefineDynVar

ListLength

select

DefineDynVariable

listLength

AggIter

DefineDynamic

logarithm

AggregateIter

DefineDynamicVar

MathConstants

SetAggIter

DefineDynamicVariable

MathConsts

SetAggregateiter

define

math

setDynamic

DefineVar

mathConstants

SetVar

DefineVariable

maximum

SetVariable

DoOutput

mid

SetDyn
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DoOutputIf

minimum

SetDynVar

EqualsI

minus

SetDynVariable

EqualsIns

minute

SetDynVariable

EqualsInsensitive

modulus

SetDynamicVar

EvaluateIf

remainder

SetDynamicVariable

evaluateIf

MonthOfYear

SetSuccessReturnCode

ExcludeField

NotEqual

SqlNonSelect

ExcludeInputField

NotEquals

SqlDml

IgnoreField

NumFields

SqlDdl

IgnoreInputField

OutputAllAccumFields

SqlSelect

ExcludeFieldPatternPattern

OutputAllAccums

SqlQuery
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4. Supported nodes
Dataverse ships with a number of script-free nodes that you can configure without entering any code,
allowing you to complete common tasks more easily. For example, the Aggregate, Filter, Sort, Split and Join
nodes are now script-free.

There are a range of nodes that enable you to easily connect to external databases and business systems,
including:
l

The JDBC Query, JDBC Execute and JDBC Store nodes have been enhanced to simplify the process of
connecting to external databases.

l

A set of Apache Spark nodes that enhance big data support.

l

The ERP and Salesforce nodes allow you to easily integrate with business systems.

l

New S3 and AzureBlob nodes provide integration with AWS S3 and Microsoft Azure containers.

From the Dataverse Designer you can filter the Nodes panel to show a curated subset of the most common
nodes. You can also search the Nodes panel for a specific node by name.
As we transition from BRAINscript to the widely-used Python language, many of our nodes that previously
used BRAINscript have been superseded by new Python-based nodes. Superseded and deprecated nodes
are not included in the default view of the Nodes panel - to show these nodes, select the relevant option
from the Nodes panel menu.
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4.1 Superseded nodes
Although the superseded nodes are still available for backwards compatibility, it is recommended that you
now begin using the new Python-based nodes, as these will be the focus of any future enhancements.
You can identify superseded nodes by checking the type of a selected node in the Properties panel:
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Any node which has been superseded has the word "(Superseded)" added to the end of their name.

The following table shows the current list of superseded nodes (all nodes marked with a "*" are now scriptfree):
Enhanced node

Superseded node

Aggregate *

Agg Ex (Superseded)

Band By Deviation

Band By Deviation
(Superseded)

Band By Strata

Band by Strata (Superseded)

Duplicate Detection *

Duplicate Detection
(Superseded)

Filter *

Filter (Superseded)

Hash Split

Hash Split (Superseded)

Histogram *

Histogram (Superseded)

Join *

Join (Superseded)
Join Inner (Superseded)
Join Left (Superseded)
Join Left Inner (Superseded)
Join Right (Superseded)
Join Right Inner (Superseded)

Lookup *

Lookup (Superseded)

Merge *

X-Ref (Superseded)

Net Present Value

Net Present Value
(Superseded)

Percent Rank

Percent Rank (Superseded)

Remove Duplicates *

Remove Duplicates
(Superseded)

Sort *

Sort (Superseded)

Split *

Split (Superseded)
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Enhanced node
Statistics

Superseded node
Quick Stats (Superseded)
Standard Deviation
(Superseded)

Transform

Transform (Superseded)

Trim Fields

Trim Fields (Superseded)

Note: Additional nodes may be superseded in future releases. Please check the Release Notes for the
latest information.

4.2 Deprecated nodes
The following nodes have been deprecated and will not be supported in a future release of the product:
Deprecated node

Alternative node

Agg

Aggregate

Agg Filter

Aggregate and Transform

CSV File

CSV/Delimited Input

Dataverse Query for
Salesforce

Dataverse Get for Salesforce

(Formerly Lavastorm Query
for Salesforce)
Dataverse Transact for
Salesforce
(Formerly Lavastorm Transact
for Salesforce)

(Formerly Lavastorm Get for
Salesforce)
Dataverse Get for Salesforce
(Formerly Lavastorm Get for
Salesforce)

DB Truncate

DB Execute

Delimited File

CSV/Delimited Input

Download for SharePoint
2010

Download for SharePoint 2013
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Deprecated node

Alternative node

Expand From List

Do While Conditional and
Transform

Filter By Group

Transform

Folder List for SharePoint
2010

Folder List for SharePoint 2013

Multiple BRD Files

BRD File

Python Filter

Transform

Reduce To List

Aggregate

Replace Text

Transform

Send E-mail

Send Email

Split By Group

Split

Split By Pattern

Split

Split By Search

Split

Static Data

Create Data

Upload for SharePoint 2010

Upload for SharePoint 2013

XMLpy File

XML Data

Unsupported nodes
The basic.brg and simple.brg node libraries are no longer available. The following table lists nodes that are
not supported in this release, these nodes are not available to select from the Nodes panel and where they
are included in imported data flows, they cannot be edited:
l

l

Accelerator nodes
Chart nodes (formerly known as "InFlow nodes"); Area, Bar, Bubble, Line, Output Image, Pie, Radar and
Scatter.

l

Clock

l

Execute BRX

l

Hive nodes (Hive Join, Hive Metadata Query and Hive Sample) - The Hive nodes are not supported due to
the removal of the prerequisite functionality within Java 1.8.
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